8.04.00 Control systems, electrical control panels

Backer’s steering panels are developed to improve communication between consumer and final system. The maintenance of the product is easy; it doesn’t require specialist knowledge or skill. All functions are accessible from simple interface which provides simple ways of control for a wide range of products.

>> Material
Galvanized steel
Stainless steel
Plastic

>> Dimension
According to customer requirements and dependent on function

>> Fields of application
Heating and air-condition systems
Domestic boilers
Electric water heaters

>> Assembly
Depending on application

>> Connection

The panels are ready to install by different types of connections, cables and terminals; modular and flat cables, receptacles, round pins, edge connectors etc.

Control/quality
Every panel is tested electrically according to EN 60335-1 and produced peaceably from ROHS Standard. Build in temperature cut-off, auto fuses, overheating relays.